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Health

— Simple blood test diagnoses Parkinson's disease long
before symptoms appear — A new research report
appearing in the December issue of the FASEB Journal
(http://www.fasebj.org) shows how scientists from the
United Kingdom have developed a simple blood test to…
— Early sign of Alzheimer's reversed in lab — One of
the earliest known impairments caused by Alzheimer's
disease - loss of sense of smell - can be restored by
removing a plaque-forming protein in a mouse model of
the disease,…
— Parental controls on embryonic development? —
When a sperm fertilises an egg, each contributes a set
of chromosomes to the resulting embryo, which at these
very early stages is called a zygote. Early on, zygotic
genes are inert,…
— Newly discovered heart stem cells make muscle and
bone — Researchers have identified a new and
relatively abundant pool of stem cells in the heart. The
findings in the December issue of Cell Stem Cell,  a Cell
Press publication, show that…
— BUSM researchers develop blood test to detect
membranous nephropathy — Research conducted by a
pair of physicians at Boston University School of
Medicine (BUSM) and Boston Medical Centre (BMC)
has led to the development of a test that can help
diagnose…
— New hip implants no better than traditional implants
— New hip implants appear to have no advantage over
traditional implants, suggests a review of the evidence
published on bmj.com today…
— Action needed to improve men's health in Europe —
Policies aimed specifically at men are urgently needed
to improve the health of Europe's men, say experts on
bmj.com today…
— Probiotics reduce infections for patients in intensive
care — Traumatic brain injury is associated with a
profound suppression of the patient's ability to fight
infection. At the same time the patient also often suffers
hyper-inflammation, due…
— High blood sugar levels in older women linked to
colorectal cancer — Elevated blood sugar levels are
associated with an increased risk of colorectal cancer,
according to a study led by researchers at Albert
Einstein College of Medicine of Yeshiva University.…
— Engineered botulism toxins could have broader role in
medicine — The most poisonous substance on Earth -
already used medically in small doses to treat certain
nerve disorders and facial wrinkles - could be re-
engineered for an expanded role in helping…

  

   

DON'T MISS —

Discovery could lead to a new
animal model for hepatitis C —
During its career, the potentially
fatal hepatitis C virus has
banked its success on a rather
unusual strategy: its limitations.
…

Roadkill study could speed
detection of kidney cancer —
Large-scale data mining of
gene networks in fruit flies has
led researchers to a sensitive
and specific diagnostic
biomarker…

More Health…

For centuries tansy has been used as a folk remedy, but now scientists
from Britain and Spain believe the plant may have medical benefits after
all, as a treatment for herpes. The team's findings, published in
Phytotherapy Research, are the result of joint work between two teams to
established scientific evidence for traditional medicines.

Tansy, Tanacetum vulgare, is a flowering plant found across mainland
Europe and Asia. From the Middle Ages onwards the plant, whose folk
names include Golden Buttons and Mugwort, has been used as a remedy
for various conditions, from fevers to rheumatism. However, it's supposed
medical benefits have always been questioned.

'Our research focused on the anti-viral properties of tansy, especially the
potential treatment it may represent for herpes,' said lead author Professor
Francisco Parra from the Universidad de Oviedo. 'We currently lack an
effective vaccine for either HSV-1 or HSV-2 stands of the disease, which
can cause long term infections.'

Professor Parra's team which specialises in investigating new antiviral
compounds, both through design or by screening natural plant extracts,
began joint work on the properties of tansy with the research group led by
Dr Solomon Habtemariam from the University of Greenwich, which studies
European medicinal plants to establish the scientific evidence for
traditional medicines.

Through a mechanistic-based antiherpetic activity study, the teams
revealed which constituents of the plant are responsible for antiviral
activity.

'Our study revealed that parthenolide is not one of the major anti HSV-1
principles of tansy, as has been suggested. However we found that tansy
does contains known antiviral agents including 3,5-dicaffeoylquinic acid
(3,5-DCQA) as well as axillarin, which contributes to its antiherpetic effect,'
said Parra. 'This shows that multiple properties of the plant are responsible
for the supposed antiviral activity of tansy.'
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The joint study used an established anti-HSV study model on both crude
extracts of the aerial parts and roots of tansy, as well as some purified
compounds to analyse the plants anti-viral activity.

'Although the precise molecular targets for tansy extract require further
research this study reveals the clear potential of tansy to treat the
dermatological lesions caused by HSV, concluded Parra. 'This shows that
systematic pharmacological and phytochemical studies such as this can
play pivotal roles in the modernisation of European traditional herbal
medicines.'

Source: Wiley-Blackwell
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New stretchable electrodes created to study stresses on cardiac cells
— Engineers at Purdue and Stanford universities have created stretchable electrodes to study
how cardiac muscle cells, neurones and other cells react to mechanical…

Scientists unlock molecular origin of blood stem cells
— A team led by Nancy Speck, Professor of Cell and Developmental Biology at the University of
Pennsylvania School of Medicine, has identified the location and developmental…

Protein's essential role in repairing damaged cells revealed
— University of Michigan researchers have discovered that a key protein in cells plays a critical
role in not one, but two processes affecting the development of cancer.…

Researchers at the Salk Institute develop novel glioblastoma mouse model
— Researchers at the Salk Institute for Biological Studies have developed a versatile mouse
model of glioblastoma - the most common and deadly brain cancer in humans…

Popular tags in Health: cancer · diabetes · malaria · obesity
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